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THE ROAD
Paris - Brest - Paris

BEFORE THE COMPETITION 
Energy load 3 days before the event: 1.5L of water + 150g of ANTIOXIDANT 
MALTO per day spread throughout the day, to increase the stock of muscle 
glycogen. 

Food before the competition, to be finished at least one hour before the start: 
1/3 to half of a GATOSPORT, to provide a high level of energy that is easy to 
digest. GATOSPORT can be kept for 3 days after it has been prepared and may 
be eaten from time to time in small amounts along the route.

DURING THE COMPETITION
YOU HAVE 3 WAYS OF GETTING ENERGY: 

Competitors who are used to eating traditional food (pasta, low-fat meat, small 
sandwiches etc.) along the route may also add a LONG DISTANCE HYDRIXIR 
drink and a few sport gels to obtain energy that is more suitable for exercise. 

Athletes who wish to use sport products and traditional foods can follow the 
OVERSTIM.s programme while allowing themselves a few light meals along the 
route (without overloading, of course). 

Those who are used to OVERSTIM.s products can use the full sport programme, 
which is ideal for providing the energy required throughout the route, without 
a heavy feeling in the stomach.
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AFTER THE COMPETITION
Just after the competition: drink 50cl of RECOVERY DRINK to restock your 
energy reserves and regenerate the muscles damaged by many hours of 
exercise.

Every hour: switch between sport bars (preferably a SAVOURY BAR), 1 LIQUID 
ENERGIX sport gel, the «endurance gel» par excellence, and 1 ANTIOXIDANT 
LIQUID GEL (alternately). ENERGIX gels come as a savoury version.

During difficult stretches or to remain alert: 1 LIQUID COUP DE FOUET or 
1 CAFFEINE GEL.

As soon as you start, drink 1 to 2 mouthfuls of LONG DISTANCE HYDRIXIR 
every 10 minutes. Given the length of the competition, varying the flavours 
regularly should stave off the feeling of becoming tired of the sugary taste.

Every 4 hours, to obtain nourishment: drink in little mouthfuls 1 bottle of LONG 
DISTANCE HYDRIXIR Velouté* for every 3 to 4 sport drinks (LONG DISTANCE 
HYDRIXIR)

* Because Velouté long distance Hydrixir is quite thick, it must not be used in 
backpack bladders to avoid blocking them. Use a traditional drinking bottle.

DURING THE EVENT


